At Sqooba we have the chance to create a culture of compassion that helps us to improve and
to make a difference in our work lives. It is possible to help people, build up a business and
enjoy work. How we approach our daily job and each other is as important as the work itself
because the way we treat each other, the values we share, and the way we collaborate will
shape us as people.

Join us at -> diver@sqooba.io

DevOps Engineer
Join the culture (→ our values)
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Choose positivity and give a smile
Show gratitude and practice humility
Default to transparency
Focus on self-improvement
Don't accept status quo
Seek first to understand, then to be understood
Take time and reflect

Your contribution (→ What do we do)
You are going to help our DevOps guild by:
o
o
o
o
o

Automating deployment of applications, configurations and infrastructure
Building, maintaining and testing modules that are reusable to achieve high levels of
flexibility and confidence in production setups
Collaborating with developers to make sure environments meet requirements and help them
conform to best practices
Providing support during the whole infrastructure lifecycle, from deployment to production
Learning about and gathering new technologies and related tools to introduce to the
company

Our stack is based on:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Kubernetes (& Docker)
Centos/RHEL (Debian in edge-cases)
Hadoop
Kafka
Cassandra
AWS and some of its services

Our tools include:
o
o
o
o
o

Ansible
Terraform
Extensive usage of Git
Packer
Molecule

We are mostly working as agile teams, you will need to use agile methodologies and tools.

About you (→ Personality and Behaviour)
o
o
o
o
o
o

Are passionate about distributed systems and data intensive applications
Enjoy using and participating in the development of open source applications
Enjoy working with cutting edge software technologies and applying the latest paradigms
Are eager to be an early adopter of emerging big data applications
Savor the challenges of making diverse technologies work through the entire stack
Team player and self-starter with a positive attitude

Your Background (→ Education and Experience)
o
o
o
o
o

You would be a perfect fit if you have experience with continuous delivery for DevOps and
Developers workflows.
If you have experience running systems in production and/or have experience with big data
platform like Hadoop/HDP/Cloudera it would be a big "plus"
You should know at least some parts of the stack described above, and be willing to learn
the rest. As this is a senior-level job, you will be expected to be quickly put on projects.
Familiar with the concept of site reliability engineering.
Fluent English, German or French would be a nice plus

About us (→ Let’s join forces)
A step away from your best job ever.
Every company will be a data company. Sqooba is a Swiss and German-based start-up,
building analytical solutions and providing highly reliable end2end products for data streams and
complex data landscapes.
This is a hands-on position with a wide variety of roles and responsibilities, ranging from
designing and building extremely stable components and cutting-edge features, mentoring other
Dev/Ops engineers and helping companies to become much more data-driven.

Join us at -> diver@sqooba.io

